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Abstract - - In  this note, we prove uniqueness for an inverse heat equation in two space dimensions. 
This is an extended version of a result by Ramm [1]. @ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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o 
In [1], the following problem was considered 
u, = (5 (~, t) u~)x, 
~(0,t)  :0 ,  
u (s, t) : g (t), 
(~,0) : f (~), 
INTRODUCTION 
t>O,  O<x<l, 
u(1 , t ) :~( t ) ,  t>__0, 
for somesE(0 ,1 ) ,  t _0 ,  
O<x<l, 
(IP) 
where a(x, t), f(x) and g(t) are given functions, however, u(x, t) and ¢(t) are unknown. There- 
fore, (IP) is an inverse problem. It was proved that (IP) has, at most, one solution. 
In the present paper, we extend the above result to two space dimensions. It should be noted 
that the same ideas can be used in order to generalize the above result to any space dimensions. 
The generalized problem (P) is as follows. 
ut = V .  (a (x , t )Vu) ,  (x,t) e D x (0, c~), (1.1) 
u(x ,0)  = f (x ) ,  x C D, (1.2) 
ulOlD = O, UlO2D = ¢ (x,t)  , (1.3) 
ulr = a (x , t ) .  (1.4) 
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Figure 1. The domain D. 
Here, D is bounded smooth domain in ~2 and F is a nonself-intersecting curve connecting the 
two points A and B, on the boundary of D, dividing D into two regions, D1 and D2. That part 
of OD, from A to B, is denoted OlD and 02D = OD \ OlD, see Figure 1. We assume that F is 
admissible. That is, 
(i) interior of F is a subset of D, 
(ii) D1 is a domain in which the (weak) Divergence theorem [2] holds, and 
(iii) for every x E F, there exists t(x) > 0, such that x + t(x)v(x) C D1, where ~(x) is the unit 
normal to F at x pointing inside D1. 
The function a satisfies 
~e c l (D  × [0,~)), o < ao_< a(=,t)_< a~ < ~,  (1.5) 
here, a0 and al are constants. The functions f and g are given smooth functions, and ¢ is 
unknown. The precise statement of our inverse problem is as follows: given f ,  g, and a, find 
DEFINITION. For -c~ ~_ a < fl <_ c~, we say u E L~o¢((a, fl); L~o¢(D))/s a distributional solution 
of (1.1), provided 
D u (~t + V.  (aVe)) dx dt = 0, (1.6) 
x(~,~) 
for every ~ 6 C~(D x (a, fl)). 
DEFINITION. We say u E H1((o6 ~); H2(D)) is a solution of (1.1), provided 
~ - v .  (aw)  = 0, (1.7) 
almost everywhere in D × (a, fl). 
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DEFINITION. We say (% %b ) E HI( (O, oo); H2(D)) x C( D × (0, oo)) is a solution of (P), provided 
(1) u is a solution of (1.1). 
(2) (u, ¢) satisfies (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) in the sense of traces. 
REMARK. Note that for u e Hi((0, oo); H2(D)), we can infer, using standard regularity theory, 
that u(.,t) e C°'~(D) and u(x, .) e C([0,T]), for all positive T. Hence, the second condition in 
the above definition, in fact, holds pointwise. 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM. Problem (P) has, at most, one solution in HI((O, oo); H2(D)) x C(D x (0, oo)). 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, we present he tools we need in order to prove the theorem. Let us begin with 
a standard result. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose u 6 HI((o, oo);H2(D1)) is a solution to (1.1) with D replaced by D1, and 
satisfies 
u(x,O) = O, x e D1, (2.1) 
U[OD1 ~- O. (2.2) 
Then, u = 0 in D1 x (0, oo). 
:PROOF. Since u e HI((O, oo);H2(D1)), it follows that (1.1) holds almost everywhere. Now, 
multiply (1.1) by u and integrate over D1 to obtain 
1 d/m u2 (x,t)dx :/m UV. (aVu)dx. (2.3) 
2 dt 1 1 
Since F is admissible, we can apply the divergence theorem in D1, to deduce that the RHS of (2.3) 
is equal to 
~DI OU _ _  f _J 1 alW? dx. a u -~  
So, from (1.5), we infer fD1 u2(x' t) dx is nonincreasing as a function of t. Therefore, 
/Dl U2 (X,t) dx <-- / ; l  u2 (x,O) dx. 
Hence, from (2.1), we deduce u = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let u be as in Lemma 1 Then, the trace o¢ ou over F, vanishes almost everywhere 
on F. Here, v is the unit normal to F pointing inside D1. 
PROOF. Note that, by the Remark, we have u(.,t) 6 C(D). Hence, for x E F, we have 
l ira u + t .  (x ) )  - u (x)  = 0, 
t-~O+ t 
because of Lemma 1, (2.2), and the fact that F is admissible (thanks to Condition (iii)). Therefore, 
the trace of ~ vanishes almost everywhere on F, see [3]. 
The proof of the theorem depends on a unique continuation result from [4], but first, the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION. Suppose 69 = D x ( -T ,  T), for some 0 < T <_ 0% and (9 is a subset of O. The 
union of all open segments  = constant in O, which contain a point of(9, is called the horizontal 
component of (9. 
LEMMA 2. Let ~ be a connected open set in ]~ and Q = ~ × ( -T ,  T), 0 < T <_ oo. Let u E 
HI ( ( -T ,  T); H~o¢ (~)) be a solution to (1.1). Suppose also that u vanishes in some open set Q C Q. 
Then, u vanishes in the horizontal component of Q. 
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3. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we present he main results including the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 3. 
satisfies 
Set 
Suppose T > 0 and u E HI ( ( O, T); H2(D2)) is a solution to (1.1). Suppose also that u 
u (x, 0) = 0, x e D ,  (3.1) 
o~ = 0. (3.2) 
=1~ = ~ r 
u (x,t) ,  (x,t) e D2 × (o, T) ,  
(~, t) = 
0, (~, t) e D × ( -T ,  T) \ D2 × (0, T).  
Then, w is a distributional solution of (1.1) in D x (-T,T).  
PROOF. Let us fix ~ E C~°(D x (-T,T)). We must show 
D w (~t + V.  (aVe)) dx dt = O. 
x (--T,T) 
From the definition of w, it suffices to prove 
D u ((t + V.  (aVe)) dx dt = O. 
2 x (O,T) 
It is clear that (3.4) readily follows, once we prove the following identity, 
2 x (0 ,T )  2 x (0 ,T )  
since u is a solution of (1.1). Let us begin with calculating fD2x(0,T) u~t: 
2 x (0 ,T )  2 2 
Since ~ has compact support and u(x, 0) -- 0, it follows that 
/D u~t dx dt = - ]D ut~ dx dt. 
2 x (O,T) 2 x (o ,T )  
Next, we calculate fD2x(O,T)uV. (aV(): 
/D2×(O,T)UV'(aV~) dxdt= /T  (/D2UV'(aV~) dx) dt' 
So, by an application of the divergence theorem, we obtain 
/D2x(O,T) UV" (aV~) dxdt = /T  (~D2au~ -- /D2a~Yu" V~dx) dt" 
Since u vanishes on F, we obtain 
/D uV " (aV~) dx dt --- - /D aVu . V~ dx dt. 
2 x (O,T) 2 x (O,T) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Once again, by applying the divergence theorem to the integral on the right-hand side of (3.7), 
and also recalling that au vanishes on F, we infer 
(3.8) 
JD 2 × (0,T) JD2 × (0,T) 
Therefore, (3.5) follows from (3.6) and (3.8). 
We are now ready to give proof of the theorem. Suppose (P) has two solutions, (us, ¢1) and 
(u2,~b2). Fix T > 0 and set u -- us - u2. Then, u E HI((O,T) ;H2(D))  is a solution of (1.1). 
Moreover, 
u(x, O) = O, x e D, ulo~l =0.  
Therefore, by Lemma 1, u = 0 in D1 × (0,T). So, we can apply the Corollary to deduce ~ = 0, 
almost everywhere on F. Hence, by Lemma 3, the function w as defined in (3.3) is a distributional 
solution of (1.1) in D × ( -T ,T) .  Thus, by a standard regularity theory, see for example [5], it 
follows that w E H I ( ( -T ,T ) ;  H2oc(D)). Now, we can apply Lemma 2 to conclude that u = 0 in 
D2 x (0, T). Since T > 0 is arbitrary, we deduce that u = 0 in D × (0, co). This is indeed the 
desired result. 
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